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Building Dashboards 

WHAT ARE DASHBOARDS?

Primavera P6 has been used to schedule large scale projects for more than 20 years. During this period, the needs 
of its users have changed and more emphasis has been placed on team work and analysis within the software 
itself. Users needed an all-in-one solution that could align large groups of people. Dashboards were introduced with 
release 8.0 of Primavera P6 EPPM in the Web application. Now, users can open P6 Web to view dashboards of 
custom project or portfolio information, depending on their security profiles. Not only that, P6 Web also offers project 
workspace and workgroups that can assist project teams to work collaboratively. In this document, you will learn 
how to create dashboards  and receive a quick introduction to workspace and workgroups so that you can use 
Primavera P6 Web to its full potential. 

FILTERED
Dashboards display filtered projects or portfolios (groups of projects). For example, a dashboard can be created for 
each business group, like IT or Construction, to show projects within their EPS node. Since dashboards use filtered 
settings, multiple projects or portfolios are displayed at one time. 

If you want to view a single project's summary data then you can use the project workspace. 

COLLABORATIVE PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Dashboards display summarized project data in configurable boxes of information called "portlets". Dashboards 
allow you to high-level summary information to quickly compare projects, upcoming work for users, and alert users 
of potential problems. Portlets display information in lists, charts and diagrams, and use indicators to identify when a 
project is reaching or surpassing a set threshold. The portlets used and their layout are customizable in each 
dashboard to show data that is important. There are some portlets that are personalized to each user. For example 
the ?My Activities? portlet displays the current and upcoming activities for the logged in user. The following are 
features of dashboards: 
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SECURITY ACCESS
First, dashboards must be made accessible to you by your system administrator. Second, dashboards have access 
settings that let the dashboard owner select who has the rights to view the dashboard. You must in the group of 
select users to view the dashboard. User access cannot be edited by anyone; only an administrator or the 
dashboard owner can change access settings. The dashboard can be set as accessible to ?the user? (yourself), 
select individuals, or Global (the entire organization).

An Introduction to  
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In certain portlets, indicators are used to show if a project has surpassed a threshold you have set. For example, the 
Schedule Performance Portlet will display indicators that can quickly tell you whether a specific project is within or 
beyond a threshold set for cost and schedule. 

INDICATORS & THRESHOLDS 

DRILL-DOWN FEATURE
Dashboards let you ?drill-down? data that is displayed. This means users can use the summary information to 
drill-down to find the specific location of the error. This leads to faster problem solving and less issues during the 
project overall. 

WHAT IS REQUIRED TO USE DASHBOARDS? 
Dashboards are useful if your organization has          
implemented a sound EPS or OBS and methodology to 
assign resources to activities.  Project schedules must 
have resources assigned at different levels (EPS, WBS, 
Activity) as well as costs to effectively use Dashboards. 
As such, dashboards require a mature database with 
project data available to pull information to portlets.      
Otherwise, the portlets will be empty!

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS:

-- Primavera P6 EPPM license
- Up-to-date Java installation
- A web browser
-- Access to your organization's shared database 

and P6 Username and Password 
-- Access rights set to Dashboards in your Global 

Security Profile.

SUMMARIZED DATA
Dashboards do not show the whole picture. The portlets pull data from Project Summary Tables to display 
summarized information. The summarized high-level information is useful to pinpoint areas of concern. 
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A workspace displays summary information of a SINGLE project. 
It is located in the Projects section on the navigation bar. It looks 
very similar to a dashboard, but it has a few differences: 

1. A workspace is designed by the project owner.
2. Users must be assigned to an activity to have access to a 

workspace. The project owners do not have control over 
access since it is controlled by the OBS. 

3. A workspace cannot filter project data.
4. A workspace does not have personalized portlets. 
5. The workspace can divide groups of people into       

workgroups.  
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ADVANTAGES OF A WORKSPACE:

-- Workspaces do not require owners to manually assign  or filter users for access. Once a user is assign to the 
project it is allowed access. This is time-saving and more effective, especially when many users are            
assigned to the project. 

-- Focuses on one project at a time, helping project managers view high-level information of the project they 
are managing. 

DISADVANTAGES OF A WORKSPACE:

-- Anyone assigned to the project can view the workspace. Security settings are lower than dashboards that 
require manual or filtered access. 

- Can be misconstrued as a dashboard because it has the same look and feel. 
- You can't apply filters because there is only one project available in the workspace (instead, create a      

workgroup if need to filter data). 
- There are no user-specific portlets. 

A workspace can be divided into workgroups. A workgroup helps teams focus their work effort on activities and data 
applicable to them, rather than the project as a whole. This is especially useful if there are more than 20 users with 
access to the workspace and projects are too large scale or bulky. You can view different workgroups by simply 
clicking on the workgroup name in the Workgroups portlet. A Workgroup can be created by a project owner by    
clicking Create Workgroup.

WHAT ABOUT WORKSPACE &   
WORKGROUPS?
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NAVIGATING DASHBOARDS
To open the dashboards page, click on "Dashboards" on the top navigation bar. Below, you'll find all of the 
dashboards that have been created and are available for you to view. When you're viewing a dashboard, you can 
scroll down and quickly analyze content. The dashboard owner has selected these portlets because they are 
important to the project group.  

The dashboard menu has two options:

- Manage Dashboards: This is where you will create, edit, or delete dashboards.
- Approve Timesheets: Approve or reject timesheets, run a timesheet details report, and assign a timesheet 

approval manager. We are not covering this topic in this book! 

You'll also notice that there is a "Filter By" drop-down on the right side of the dashboard. This drop-down menu lets 
you filter the dashboard by project(s), portfolios, or project codes. 

In the Filter By field, use the Select list to select how you would like to filter the dashboard by project, portfolio, or 
project code. Use the Search and for fields to look for specific projects, portfolios, or project codes. Use the expand 
and collapse icons in the list below to select a project, portfolio or project code. Click OK. 

As mentioned before, dashboards also have drill-down functionality. Even though you can only see high-level 
information in the portlet at first glance, you can click on values or activities to jump straight into detailed information. 
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STEP 1: Click on the 
Dashboard tab on the 
navigation bar at the top. 

STEP 2: Click on Manage 
Dashboards to open the 
Manage Dashboard page. 
This will let you create, edit, 
and delete dashboards. 

STEP 1: Click on the Filter By icon in the right-hand 
corner. 

STEP 2: Select how you would like to filter the projects, 
by Portfolio, Project Codes, or Projects. 

STEP 3: Using the expand and collapse icons, find the 
portfolio, project codes, or projects you would like to use 
to filter the dashboard. 

STEP 4: Click OK. (Not shown on the image below).  
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CREATING DASHBOARDS

First, start by opening the Manage Dashboards page. On this page, you can create, modify, or delete 
dashboards. You'll also notice that the list of dashboard can be divided into two groups - Displayed Dashboards 
and Available Dashboards. The Displayed Dashboards are shown on the top bar in Dashboards page. The 
Available Dashboards, on the other hand, are not displayed and have been deactivated (but not deleted). The 
Manage Dashboards page also displays a few columns to show high-level information about the dashboard 
itself, including Title, Filter, Available To, Created by, and Date Created. These columns can help you decipher 
whether you need to create a dashboard or if there is already an existing one that is either Available but not 
activated, or you might not have access. 

Note: It is better to request access by the Dashboard Owner than to continue making more dashboards. This 
turns into a real mess! 

There are also blue up and down arrows. The list order determines the order the dashboards are labelled on 
the bar on the Dashboards page. This may or may not affect you if you do not have many dashboards 
available to you. Finally, the delete button is available. A Dashboard can only be deleted by administrators or 
dashboard owners. 

A search function is on the Manage Dashboards page. If your organization has many dashboards, then you 
might need to use the search function to find a dashboard in a long list.  

If you want to reactivate an Available dashboard, then you simply have to click the checkbox next to the 
dashboard title. The dashboard will move into the Displayed Dashboards section. Deselecting the checkbox 
will deactivate the dashboard and it will move to the Available Dashboards section. This does not delete a 
dashboard. Only the delete button will do this!

STEP 1: OPEN THE MANAGE DASHBOARDS PAGE 
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CUSTOMIZING DASHBOARDS 
Dashboards are completely customizable, including which portlets to display, which projects or portfolios are 
included, how the portlets are organized, and who can view the portlet. When you are creating the dashboard, 
you'll see three tabs at the top of the screen: Content, Layout, and Access. These three tabs are organized to 
give you complete control of your dashboards. 

CONTENT 

Indicate which portlets are included in the dashboard by marking the checkboxes next to the portlet names. 
You can have up to 12 portlets in one dashboard. 

LAYOUT

Customize the layout of the dashboard by moving portlets using the arrows or drag and drop the portlets into 
place. You can also indicate the size of the portlet, either full-width or half-width. This is useful if you need to 
display data in a larger portlet like a graph or a smaller portlet like a scorecard. 

ACCESS

Determine who has access to the portlet by manually assigning individuals or filtering groups of users.

STEP 2: CLICK CREATE DASHBOARD 
In the Manage Dashboards page, click on Create Dashboard. A new dashboard is created using an existing or 
default dashboard. If you have a dashboard in mind already to use as a template, then click Use Existing 
Dashboard. If you want to create a dashboard from scratch, click Use Default Dashboard. 

In this section, you can create your dashboard. 
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STEP 3: FILL IN DASHBOARD INFO 
Next, you'll want to fill-in all of the required Dashboard information, including:

- Dashboard Title: Make this distinctive!
- Dashboard Filter: Select which projects/ groups of projects info will be pulled into the dashboard. 
- Max. Number of Rows Displayed in Dashboard Portlets: The default is 10, but you can determine the 

number of rows in a portlet if you are using rows and columns., for example. 

STEP 4: SELECT PORTLETS 
Portlets are grouped under five headers: Portfolio Views, Project performance, Resources, Personal 
Information, and Custom Portlets. Under each header, you can click on the checkboxes next to the portlet 
name to select the portlet to be displayed in your dashboard. An empty box means the portlet will not be 
included in your dashboard. 

You'll notice that some portlets, like the Schedule Performance portlet, can be expanded. This is because you, 
as the owner, have to set thresholds. These thresholds will be used to indicate whether the project is 
performing as intended or falling behind. The indicators will show quickly how well your project is performing. 

You can read about the portlets in the pages to follow, including a short description and picture. 
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You can filter your dashboard by Project, Project Code, and Portfolios. Click on the Filter By icon and select find 
what you would like to be included in the filter. 
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STEP 5: DETERMINE THE DASHBOARD LAYOUT 
In the Layout tab, you can determine how the portlets will be laid out in the dashboard. Click on a portlet and then 
use the blue arrows to move the portlet into place. You can also change the size of the portlet by clicking Narrow 
(half width) or Wide (full width). This way you can determine the order and sizing of each portlet.

STEP 6: DETERMINE ACCESS  

STEP 7: CLICK SAVE AND CLOSE. 
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Lastly, determine who has access to the dashboard (who can 
view it when they log into the Web Access application). Click 
on the Access tab. There are three options: Current User, All 
Users, or List of Users. Select which is applicable to your 
dashboard. 

If you select List of Users, you will have to determine how 
has access to the dashboard. This is a bit more 
cumbersome, but is useful if you want only a few users to 
have access.

An example of a dashboard that would be applicable to only 
the Current User would be a Personal Dashboard that shows 
personalized portlets. 
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE  PORTLETS 

PROJECT STATISTICS 
Analyze project information in row and column format 
for a particular project or group. 

PROJECT HEALTH
View how well a portfolio or individual project is 
performing. 

PROJECT NOTEBOOK
View notebooks assigned to the selected projects. 

PROJECT GANTT CHART 

View the status of 
projects and their 
milestones.

SCHEDULE PERFORMANCE
View current and forecast schedule summary 
performance information in either cost or labor units. 

EARNED VALUE PERFORMANCE
View current and forecast earned value schedule 
variance, cost variance, or labor unit variance. 

INDEX PERFORMANCE 
View schedule performance index, cost performance 
index and to complete performance index calculations. 
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PERSONAL INFORMATION PORTLETS 
MY PROJECTS
View the projects you own, have OBS access to or are 
assigned to as a resource or as an activity owner. 

MY WORKGROUPS
View, by project, all workgroups to which you are 
associated with.

MY ACTIVITIES
View activities that you are assigned to or designated 
as the activity owner. 

MY RISKS
Display risks that are related to you or upcoming 
activities that you are activity owner. 

MY ISSUES 
View issues that are related to you or upcoming 
activities that you are activity owner. 

MY CALENDAR
View weekly activities in your project(s). You must 
be assigned as an activity owner. 

COMMUNICATION CENTER
Communicate with other users in the project(s). 
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RESOURCES PORTLETS 

RESOURCE TEAM SUMMARY
View resources, their primary roles, and the number of 
active projects for a team. 

OPEN REQUESTS FOR 
RESOURCES
View staffing for requests for projects. If there are no 
requests,  then the portlet will be empty. 

RESOURCE ANALYSIS CHART
View chart formats plotting the total (remaining plus 
actual) units or costs for a resource, resource team, or 
resource code. 
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PORTFOLIO VIEWS PORTLETS
Portfolio views that are created in the Portfolios section of Primavera P6 Web Access are viewable on the 
dashboard as well. Select the portfolio view that you want to see on your dashboard. 

CUSTOM PORTLETS 
Create custom portlets to display websites, intranets, and other online data. 


